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For refineries throughout the world, energy management is an important element for controlling total
operating costs. Over the past decades there appears to be an urgent need to retrofit the existing Heat
Exchanger Network (HEN) of Crude Distillation Units (CDU) to reduce the current utility consumption. A
simple pinch design approach is proposed here to accomplish above-and-below-pinch HEN design by
stage-model mathematical programming using GAMS software. The energy and capital costs of a heat
exchanger network are both dependent on the pinch temperature or ΔT min which is set as target prior to
the design of a HEN. In this work, a retrofit potential program was developed using visual basic for
application (VBA) to find the optimum pinch temperature in targeting step. Moreover, the program can
automatically generate composite curves, and grand composite curve of the process hot and cold
streams. An example; base-case HEN of crude preheat train, from Bagajewicz’s paper (2010) is used
to illustrate this procedure and compare the results.

1. Introduction
Heat exchanger networks (HENs) have been widely applied in industrial projects over the past decades
because they provide significant energy and economic savings. Applications of HEN integration can be
divided into two categories are grassroots and retrofit design. In oil refining, retrofit design are far more
common than grassroots applications. Frequently, proper redesign of an existing network can reduce
significantly the operating costs in a process. The major objectives of retrofit problems are the
reduction of the utility consumption, the full utilization of the existing exchangers and identification of
the required structural modifications.The incorporation of the optimum HENs in the retrofit design to
minimizing energy consumption is a challenging problem. The pinch design method has been
developed by Tjoe and Linnhoff (1987) and applied to optimize a HEN through the incorporation of
thermodynamic properties of the process streams. The simplicity and flexibility of the method allows
the user to optimize exchanger location as well as exchanger area. An improved pinch-technology
retrofit procedure is developed in this work by using potential retrofit program or targeting program and
new objective function in cost targeting step to lower the utility consumption levels of any given HEN at
the cost of minimal capital investment.

2. Methodology
2.1 Targeting step by pinch analysis
This step is to develop VBA targeting program to find the optimal ΔT min or heat recovery approach
temperature (HRAT) of the retrofit case giving the maximum profit or net present value (NPV)
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calculated from energy saving cost minus investment cost of additional tube area and new shell of
exchangers based on vertical heat transfer between hot and cold composite curves.
2.2 HEN retrofit step by n-stage model
After obtaining optimal HRAT or pinch point from VBA targeting program, the n-stage model
Grossmann & Zamora (1996), as shown in Figure 1, is applied to design HEN at above and below
pinch sections based on algorithm from Smith (1995) shown in Figure 2 and 3.

Figure 1: N-Stage model

Figure 2: Algorithm of above-pinch design

Figure 3: Algorithm of below-pinch design

3. Case study
The case study is retrofitting base-case crude preheat train, as shown in Figure 4, of a crude distillation
unit from Bagajewicz (2010).The network consists of ten hot and three cold process streams (H1, H2,
H3, H4, H5, H6, H7, H8, H9, H10, C1, C2, and C3) with six process exchangers (No.11, 10, 6, 5, 1,
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and 12), three hot utility (No. 9, 18, and 17), and nine cold utility exchangers (No.15, 7, 14, 4, 8, 2, 3,
13, and 16). The current design uses two kinds of hot utilities (HU11,and HU12) and three kinds of cold
utilities (CU4, CU5, and CU6). This existing network does not have splitting. The retrofit result of this
study will be compared to one without heat exchanger relocation and C3 splitting from Bagajewicz’s
paper as shown in Figure 8 for a project life of 5 years (350 working days per year) and annual interest
rate of 5.42 %. Modifications in the HEN include new exchanger addition and area addition or reduction
to existing exchangers. The base-case HEN consumes 67,964 kW of hot utility and 75,051 kW of cold
utility.

Figure 4: The grid diagram of the base-case HEN from Bagajewicz (2010) with corrected area
For HEN modification the maximum area addition and reduction to existing shells for all exchangers
are 10 % and 40% of existing area, respectively, except exchangers No.5 and 12. Exchanger No.5 and
12 with H5-C1 match have maximum area addition and reduction of 20% and 30% of the existing area,
2
respectively. The maximum area per shell is 5,000 m . The maximum number of shells per exchanger
is 4. The investment cost equations for exchanger modification are shown in equation 1, 2, 3 and 4. A
fixed cost for splitting streams is $20,000 per one split.
2

Heat exchanger cost ($) = 26,460 + [389×Area (m )]

(1)
2

Area addition cost ($)

= 13,230 + [389×Areaadded(m )]

(2)

Area reduction cost ($)

= 13,230 + [0.5×Areareduced (m )]

2

(3)

= 26,460 + [389×Areashell (m )]

(4)

New shell ($)

2

The utility cost for HU11, HU12 , CU4, CU5, and CU6 are shown in Table 1. The film coefficients for all
streams are shown in Table 2.

4. Results and Discussion
The VBA targeting program requires data of the existing exchanger area, stream property (flow rate,
specific heat capacity, supply and target temperatures), and economic data to estimate the optimal
o
2
HRAT of 16.48 C , and optimal retrofit exchanger area of 12,414 m , as shown in Table 3 and Figure
5. The program also calculates the optimal NPV of 11,770,841 $, as shown in Figure 6.
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Table 1: Utility cost of hot and cold utilities

Table 2: The film coefficient of all streams

Figure 5: Retrofit curve from targeting program
o

Table 3: The retrofit results from targeting program

Figure 6: The optimal HRAT from targeting program

At the optimal HRAT of 16.48 C between hot and cold composite curves, shown in Figure 9, the 10stage model is applied to design HEN at above and below pinch sections, by keeping the old process
exchanger as much as possible. There are three and two alternative designs of HEN at above and
below pinch sections, respectively. Therefore, there are six combinations of HEN designs, HEN 1,
HEN 2, HEN 3, HEN 4, HEN 5, and HEN 6, as shown in Table 4. The optimal design is HEN 2, as
shown in Figure 7, with the maximum NPV of 16,542,682 $.
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Figure 7: The grid diagram of retrofit case from this study

Figure 8: The grid diagram of retrofit case from Bagajewicz (2010)
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Table 4: Economic results of six retrofit cases

Figure 9: The retrofit-case composite curves

5. Conclusion
The retrofit case from this study, shown in Figure 7, is compared to one from Bagajewicz (2010),
shown in Figure 8. Our result gives more NPV, however his work gives less total investment cost in
exchanger area and new shell. That is because his work uses all six existing process exchangers while
our design uses only four from six existing exchangers. Our VBA targeting program can estimate the
optimal HRAT based on retrofit area calculation but the stage model designs HEN without retrofit
constraint keeping the old exchangers. For the future work, the retrofit constraints will be added to the
stage model, and stream repiping might be occurred in the network.
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